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Abstract— Neighbor-to-Neighbor (Inter-Module) communication between modules using methods such as infrared, radio
and bus-type connection are critical component for global
behavior coordination. However, this type of communication
method does not necessarily provide the shortest possible routes
between modules and not making use of Hidden Communication
Shortcuts (HCS). A HCS is defined as a communication channel
between two modules without involving any inter-module (nonHCS) communication. For example, instead of sending messages
through all modules in a snake configuration, the head module
can directly talk to the tail module through infra-red if they are
physically close. This paper proposes a novel way to discover
existing communication shortcuts distributedly and form a
near-optimal network using these shortcuts to connect a set of
given terminal modules based on inter-module communication.
The size of the discovered network is at most two times larger
than the optimal (minimal) ones. To make this approach more
realistic, we assume that not all communication devices on the
modules are turned on simultaneously and in fact no more than
r modules are allowed to turn on devices for non inter-module
communication at the same time to avoid interferences.
Derived from a centralized network deployment approach
of mobile robot network - ANCHOR [7], this paper provides
(1) a distributed algorithm for HCS discovery among modular robots (2) with adaptation to heterogeneity as long as
the modular robots are connected at least with neighbor-toneighbor communication (3) a distributed approach to form
a near-optimal network with at most two times the minimum
number of modules (2-OPT) to activate their devices for HCS.
We show that the convergence time on a balanced configuration
2
is of a factor t, O( nt ), where n and t are the number of modules
and terminal modules respectively, but it remains O(n2 ) for the
total number of activation and deactivation of devices for HCS.
In simulation, we also show the improvement of convergence
time as r increases.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Inter-module communication, for example, neighbor-toneighbor communication through infra-red[11][20][4][14]
and radio [15], bus-type connection [16][24] are commonly
used to exchange sensor information and coordinate motions
and actions among modular robots. However, due to the
limitation of some communication methods and uncertainty
of surrounding environment, the network relying on intermodule communication may involve extra robots resulting
in slower transmission rate and higher energy consumption.
For example, in Figure 1, the head module of the snake
configuration tries to communicate to the tail module and the
modules are equipped with radio. In open space, the head
can directly communicate with the tail without involving
other modules. However, in an unpredictable environment,
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Fig. 1. A scenario for snake configuration: The head module tries to
communication with the tail module in a tunnel environment. How many
modules should be involved?

such as a tunnel as shown in Figure 1, radio might suffer
from multi-path effect and the communication path cannot
be well-established. In this case, it could require one or
two more modules in the snake to help out shortcutting the
communication path without involving every module. This
raises a question on how can these Hidden Communication Shortcuts (HCS) be discovered to establish a smaller
network for specified terminal modules. A HCS is defined
as a communication channel between two modules without
involving any inter-module communication. The communication devices involved are known as HCS devices. A HCS
device could be any communication device that does not
involve in inter-module communication, for example, infrared and radio devices. To tackle the possibility of crosstalk,
we assume that no more than r devices can be activated at
the same time to prevent inference and cross talk can be
detected through checksum and source/destination address
validation. For example, the most conservative setting for
infrared is r = 2 and this number could be higher for radio
communication. In this paper, this parameter is a fixed input.
In the future work, this could be determined dynamically
with crosstalk detection information.
In our previous work [7], ANCHOR algorithm provides
a centralized approach to discover radio links with mobile
robots to connect all specified terminal modules. By applying
Dreyfus-Wagner algorithm[1] on the discovered radio links
to resolve Minimum Steiner Tree Problem[1], nodes for
minimal robots network for deployment can be calculated
and robots are deployed to the expected locations. Same
as the robot placement problem, the selection of which
modules to activate the communication device in minimal

Fig. 2. Graph notation for Hidden Communication Shortcut (HCS) problem
for modular robots. Black: nodes in V ; Red: terminal modules NT i ;
Yellow: modules with device activations; Blue edges: physical connectivity
with inter-module communication as in E1 ; Orange dotted edges: Hidden
Communication shortcuts (undiscovered initially).

number is also the same as Minimum Steiner Tree Problem,
which is a NP-Complete problem. Instead of focusing on
resolving this NP-Complete optimality problem distributedly,
we are interested in the near-optimal (2-approximation or
good enough) solution in polynomial time.
The problem is defined as: Given the topology of the
modular robots in graph G1 , neighbor-to-neighbor intermodule communication, a set of expected terminal modules
T , and no more than r modules can simultaneously activate
HCS devices, which modules should activate HCS devices to
form a network with at most two times (2-OPT) of them?
The problem inherits similar challenges as in the mobile
robot version. Pre-computation of plans requires information
about HCS between modules and the locations of the terminal modules. The limitation of activation of HCS device on
modules also imposes a challenge in resource management
in deciding which pair of HCS devices should be activated
for HCS discovery. This paper contributes a distributed
algorithm which:
1) discovers HCS between modules despite of heterogeneity.
2) forms a near-optimal network with at most 2-OPT HCS
devices activated on the modules.
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3) converges in O( nt ) on a balanced topology, where n
and t are the number of modules (nodes) and terminal
modules respectively.
4) shows practicality of HCS discovery in simulation and
improving performance as r increases.
II. P ROBLEM R EPRESENTATION
Figure 2 shows an example of the problem presentation.
Graph G1 = (V, E1 ) denotes the topology of the modules, where V = {N1 , ..., Nk } and k is the identifier of
corresponding modules. A node in V represents a module
equipped with or without HCS device represented in black
node. An edge in E1 (blue) indicates physical connectivity
and their neighbor-to-neighbor communication of the modules. A HCS connectivity graph G2 = (V, E2 ) represents

the HCS connectivity among the modules. If two nodes
are connected by an edge in E2 (dotted orange edge), the
modules are able to reliably communicate to each other
through HCS. However, the modular robots do not have any
initial knowledge about any HCS in E2 . There are initially
i terminal {T1 , ..., Ti } at module {NT1 , ..., NTi } ⊂ V as
indicated by red dots. No more than r modules are allowed
to activate HCS device at the same time and modules with
activated HCS device are represented by yellow dot. The goal
is to only activate the HCS devices on the modules to form
a 2-OPT network without exceeding the number limitation
on HCS device activation r. Figure 2 shows an instance of
the graph notation with minimal network connecting four
terminals (N ode 0, 8, 9 and 11) with HCS device activations
at N ode 2, 3, 5, 6 and 10, which requires 5 robots. Another
instance of 2-approximate solution is to activate HCS devices
at N ode 1, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 10 requiring 6 modules with HCR
device activated ≤ 2 ∗ 5 = 10.
III. R ELATED W ORK
In mobile robots literature, researches have been carried out in the area of self-healing[26], connectivity
maintenance[13][2], connectedness optimization[21][9],area
coverage[8][12] and formation control for exploration
[18][22][17]. Self-Healing networks by Zhang et al.[26]
requires robots to stay connected throughout the self-healing
process in an open area. The connectivity requirement is
also true for connectivity maintenance and connectedness
optimization. Area coverage aims at maximizing robots
connectivity coverage, but it does not optimize for the use
of minimum number of robots. Howard et al.[12] establish
connectivity between any points in the area by covering the
unknown area incrementally, which requires certain number
of robots. Vieira et al. [23] provide an algorithm to deploy
minimal robot network with the assumption of known radio
network model and sufficient number of robots. However,
most of the approaches cannot be directly applied to our
problem since prior HCS cannot be always obtained.
In dealing with unknown connectivity between mobile
robots, Hsieh et al. [25] generate minimum movement plans
for robots to discover radio connectivity for user-specified
locations. However, to obtain a minimal network, it requires
to specify every combination of locations. Also, due to the
large number of possible connections, only the case of two
and three robots are demonstrated. Our previous work[6]
addresses the network deployment problem without any
map information, radio model information and localization
capability of the robots by forming ”tentacle” - {a series of
stationary robots} from the terminals and the ground station
with coarse directional radio guidance. However, a lowerbound of the convergence time for tentacles to meet cannot
be guaranteed. Also, it uses greedy approach to commit
robots to currently found radio connectivity. Therefore, the
possibility in obtaining optimal or near-optimal number of
robots for network deployment is uncertain. Therefore, it
cannot be directly adopted to HCS activation on modules.

(a) First Step of the First cycle (b) Second Step of the First Cy- (c) Third Step of the First Cycle (d) First Step of the Second Cycle
cle. Node 1,2,3 and 5 become
anchor
Fig. 3.
HCS.

Steps of HCS devices activations. Yellow crossed circle refers to an anchor with HCS device activated. Solid orange edges indicate discovered

In graph literature, Bruandggemann et. al[3] provided
a proof of equivalence between the problem of finding
minimum number of nodes with specified terminals and
Minimum Steiner Tree Problem (MinSteinerT) with unit
edge cost. It is well-known that the problem of finding
MinSteinerT is NP-Complete. Dreyfus-Wagner algorithm [1]
provides a solution by applying dynamic programming to
return solution. For approximated solution, Robins et al. [19]
provide an algorithm with current best approximation factor
of 1.55. Distributed algorithm for 2-approximate Steiner Tree
is also presented by Chalermsook et al.[5]. However, the
algorithm for MinSteinerT does not always applicable since
the knowledge of the edges (HCS) is not always known in
advance.
In this paper, we present a distributed algorithm based on
the searching approach from ANCHOR and provides parallel
searching of HCS leading to faster average convergence time
and also allow redundancy of multiple coordination agents
to avoid single point of failure. The paper is organized as
follows: In Section IV, we describe how ANCHOR algorithm
can be modified to apply to modular robots. In Section V,
we show how multiple terminal with modified ANCHOR
algorithm can be used to discover essential HSC connectivity
paths on the graph representation in parallel. In Section VI,
we show the algorithm is complete and provide analysis
on convergence time and total traversal steps. The HCS
discovery phase has been implemented in simulation and is
discussed in Section VII. We conclude our paper and provide
possible future work in Section VIII.
IV. T HE HCS D ISCOVERY FROM O NE T ERMINAL
The coordination of robots for radio link discovery in
ANCHOR algorithm is based on a principle - a radio link
can only be discovered by two radios at corresponding
places. One robot with radio is commanded to stay while
the coordination robot travels around places to discover radio
links with the radio of the stationary robot.
Similarly, in this problem, we also have anchored (temporarily activated HCS device) module and modules with

HCS activation to test connectivity. The terminal also known
as root terminal is the first anchor, then the HCS devices
on other modules are activated through neighbor-to-neighbor
communication to test the connectivity.
Figure 3 shows an example of the HCS discovery process
for one terminal at Node 0, where the maximum of simultaneous activation quota r = 5. The optimal solution is as
shown in Figure 2. In each cycle, the terminal generates activation order of each node. Currently, there is no preference
for this order, which could be optimized in the future. Each
module keeps a hop count distance vector to each terminal.
The distance is based on the lowest hop count from current
node to the terminals through both E1 (blue) and E2 (orange
edges).
The first cycle is shown in Figure 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c).
Module 1,2,3 and 5 are first activated with terminal module
T0 (Node 0) being an anchor. In the first step, the HCS
connections 0-1, 0-2 and 0-3 are discovered. The distance
vector to module 1,2, 3 and 5 are then updated to 1,1,1 and
2 respectively. In the following step, module 4,6,7 and 10
are activated. Since there is no direct HCS connection from
these modules to the achored module, no HCS connections
is revealed.
In the next cycle as shown in Figure 3(d), the modules
with lowest distance vector to the root terminal T0 become
an anchored module. The terminal would activate the HCS
devices of the remaining modules to check the possibility of
HCS connections. At the end of the second cycle, module
4,6,7,8 and 9 would have their distance vector for T0 as
2,2,3,3 and 3. Similarly, at the third cycle, module 4,6,7 and 8
becomes the anchored modules with current lowest distance
vector to T0 . The process terminates when no more modules
requires to be anchored. In the single terminal case, it terminates when all modules have been anchored. To handle some
modules without a HCS device (heterogeneous modules),
the coordination agent can still continue the discovery by
recording no HCS connections to the module.

V. T HE P ROPOSED A LGORITHM
A. Overview
The general idea of the distributed algorithm is to perform
the modified ANCHOR algorithm from previous section
(Section IV) for each terminal in parallel and yield 2approximate minimal robotic network by having the terminals to activate the HCS devices at the desired modules.
Since the problem restricts no more than r HCS devices
can be activated at the same time, this value named as
HCS activation quota (HCS-AQ) are first distributed among
the terminals. Each terminal initially performs a depth first
search algorithm through inter-module communication to
obtain current number of terminals in the configuration. Each
terminal is assigned with at least b rt c HCS-AQ, where t is the
number of terminals. In addition, as the minimum number
of identifying a HCS connection is two, we assume that
b rt c ≥ 2 so that each terminal is able to perform the HCS
discovery. In the following description, module and node are
used interchangeably.
1) The HCS Discovery Phase: In this phase, the modified
algorithm from Section IV is executed by each terminal to
discover HCS connections in parallel. The goal is to let each
module to know their distance vector to various terminal and
hence decide which terminal is the nearest. For example, in
Figure 2, at the end of the phase, the terminals at Node
0, 8, 9 and 12 should have a nearestNodeSet of {Node 1, 2
and 3}, {Node 4, 5, 7, 10, 11 and 13}, {Node 6} and {null}
respectively. If there is tie in distance, the node always goes
with a terminal with a smaller identifier.
To coordinate among the parallel searches, each module
stores a variable namedrootTerminal. rootTerminal contains
the identifier of a terminal is currently the nearest, that is
with the lowest hop count. If a node has not been anchored
before,rootTerminal is equal to the terminal requesting the
module to be an anchor. Each search is independent unless
(1) a terminal requests a node to be anchored has a smaller
distance vector compared to the distance vector of the
rootTerminal of the node. Then, the rootTerminal of the node
is reassigned to the requesting terminal. (2) The terminal Tj
activates a node Nk and connects to an anchor Na with root
terminal Tj . Denote the distance vector of Nk for terminal Tj
is Nk .dv[Tj ]. The distance vector is updated in the following
situations:
1) If Nk does not have a root terminal: Nk .dv[Tj ] =
Na .dv[Tj ] + 1
2) If Nk has a root terminal Ti : Na .dv[Ti ] = Nk .dv[Ti ]+
1 and Nk .dv[Tj ] = Na .dv[Tj ] + 1
At the end of the phase, each terminal broadcasts a
Search Complete message. In reply to the message, if the
sending terminal has the lowest distance vector for a module,
the module sends a Join message containing distance vector
and the neighbor information (Module ID can be connected
through either E1 or E2 ) to the broadcasting terminals. The
terminal received Join message would add the module ID in
the nearestNodeSet. In case, a module received a change of
rootTerminal, the module would send the Join message to

the new root terminal and an update Unjoin to the previous
terminal module. Each terminal determines the discovery
phase ends until it receives all Search Complete from other
terminals and a timeout for the last Search Complete message received for as long as the time necessary for a message
traveling the number of hops equal to the number of modules.

Fig. 4. Graph decomposition by Chalermsook et al.[5]. (a) Original graph
with cluster decomposition. (b) A new graph formed through inter cluster
edge

2) Activation Phase: The Activation phase starts right
after the end of the HCS discovery phase. In computing
a 2-approximate Steiner Tree, for a centralized approach,
a all-distance graph of the terminals D1 = (T, E, le ) has
to be constructed and the approximated Steiner tree is the
minimum spanning tree on the graph D1 . The all-distance
graph is a complete graph consisting of all terminal nodes T
with le as the cost of the shortest path between two terminals.
However, to compute it distributedly with information from
HCS discovery phase, our activation strategy is based on (1)
the generation of all-distance graph decomposition proposed
by Chalermsook et al [5], and (2) application of finding
Minimum Spanning Tree on a all-distance graph distributedly
to obtain which modules should activate their HCS devices.
B. Constructing a All-distance Graph distributedly
Chalermsook et al. has proposed a new graph decomposition D2 = (T, Enew , lnew ) by assigning each node in the
graph to its nearest terminal (hop-distance). These nodes
together with their own assigned terminal form a cluster.
The edges connects clusters are named inter-cluster edges.
Figure 4(a) from their paper indicates the cluster formation
in the graph. The edges Enew connect every two terminals
ti , tj if there is inter-cluster edge (u, v) connecting their own
cluster. The cost of the edge is the sum of the edge cost
from ti to u, the edge cost inter-cluster edge of (u, v) and
the edge cost of v to tj . Figure 4(b) shows the proposed
graph decomposition D2 with their values. It is proven by
Chalermsook et al. that finding Minimum Spanning Tree
(MST) on the graph decomposition is the same as the one
in the all-distance graph.
From HCS connection discovery phase, nearestNodeSet
has specified the cluster a module should belong to. Every
terminal would know which cluster they are connected to
through the information collected from the module. The
next step would be finding minimum spanning tree on the
graph decomposition and each terminal would decide which
modules in their cluster should be activated.
C. Activating HCS devices distributedly
To form our activation strategy, we apply distributed
minimum spanning tree algorithm by Gallager et al. [10]. The

general idea is that the clusters of the terminals are merged
with the shortest inter-cluster edge if both clusters have
chosen the same shortest inter-cluster edge. The terminal is
not communicating with other terminals about the shortest
edge chosen.
Our activation strategy is a greedy approach to activate
the HCS devices on modules along the shortest inter-cluster
edge, which is a HCS connectivity path. If the modules
already have its HCS devices turned on, it would try to
activate a HCS device on a module further away from its
assigned terminal along the HCS path and the HCS activation
quota (HCS-AQ) of the terminal module would not be
decremented. If the desired HCS device has been activated,
the HCS-AQ of the corresponding terminal is decremented
by one. Once two terminals are connected through HCS, they
merge into a larger cluster with combined HCS-AQ of the
terminals and the shortest inter-cluster edge of this cluster
is computed based on the scheme of computing distributed
minimum spanning tree proposed by Gallager et al. [10].
Eventually it forms a minimum spanning tree on the graph
decomposition which is equivalent to a minimum spanning
tree of all-distance graph D1 of all terminal modules resulting in 2-approximation of minimum Steiner Tree. This
activation process can be run in parallel and there are always
enough HCS devices (if r is sufficient) for clusters merging
based on the minimum of HCS-AQ ( rt ) to each terminal. Its
completeness is discussed in the next section (Section VI-A).
VI. A NALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM
A. Completeness
Lemma 6.1: HCS discovery is complete: All essential
HCS connecting among the terminals are discovered.
Proof: The algorithm originates from the ANCHOR
algorithm[7], which is able to discover all the HCS connectivity among the terminals, and therefore a single terminal
searching is complete. In addition to this termination criteria,
the parallel version of the algorithm only does not request
anchoring a module that is not anchored another terminal.
Therefore, all modules are anchored and all necessary HCS
connections can be retrieved.
Lemma 6.2: Activation phase is complete: There must be
enough HCS-AQ to activate HCS devices in modules to
connect at least 2 groups of terminals if r > 2OP T
Proof: From the work by Chalermsook et al[5] as shown
in Section V-A.2, the final result of minimum spanning tree
of the graph decomposition is equivalent to the minimum
spanning tree of all-distance graph among terminals. Suppose
the resulting 2-approximate minimal network consists of n
modules for t terminals and the active HCR device limitation
is r , where r ≥ n. Therefore, there are t − 1 edges
n
in the graph decomposition and averaging there are t−1
nodes in every edge. During the deployment phase, there are
two clusters P and Q with p and q terminals respectively
identified the same shortest inter-cluster edge and merging
is going to perform. Since the two clusters P and Q are with
p − 1 and q − 1 edges respectively and the algorithm always
merge with shortest edge first, the total number of modules

Fig. 5.

Simulation Result for HCS Discovery Phase

n
involved would be below average c ≤ (p + q − 1) t−1
. Recall
n
that each terminal is assigned with at least t HCS-AQ.
Consider cluster P and Q, there are at least (p + q) nt HCSn
n
n
− nt ) ≤ t( t−1
− nt ) ≤ t−1
,
AQ assigned. Since (p + q)( t−1
n
n
c ≤ (p + q − 1) t−1 ≤ (p + q) t . Therefore, there are
always enough HCS-AQ in merging two clusters of terminal
modules and deploy a network connecting all terminals with
sufficient number of activated HCS devices.

B. Complexity in Total number of activations and Overall
time
Since there are O(n2 ) possible HCS connections for
testing, the worst case of total number of activation and
deactivation of HCS device would be O(n2 ). However, since
the distributed algorithm is a parallel search from each
terminal module and the search depth is limited once they
encounter a anchored node of another terminal module, the
overall running time for a grid configuration (a balanced
graph ) with every terminal starting synchronously would
2
be O( nt ).
VII. S IMULATION
Simulation is implemented to experiment the effect of the
increasing number of nodes and allowance of simultaneous
activation quota for the HCS discovery phase. In each turn
(time step), the HCS device activated module can send and
receive control messages through HCS communication or
inter-module communication. Since the focus is to test the
number of turns for the HCS discovery to converge, we
abstract the network layer by assuming terminal modules can
directly activate/deactivate the HCS device of one node with
reliable data transfer through inter-module communication.
Experiment is performed with 50 randomly generated graphs
for each size 25, 50, 75, 100,125 and 150. In this test,
there are three terminals and the module does not know
about the HCS connections. Each graph is tested against
different quota with rt = 2, 3, 4 and 5, where each terminal is
allowed to activate a maximum of 2,3,4 and 5 HCS devices
simultaneously. As shown in Figure 5, the number of turns
for convergence of HCS discovery phase has decreased with
the increasing number of modules. This is due to more
modules require to be anchored as the number of modules
increases. With the increase of the quota for each terminal
r
t , the discovery process is shown to converge faster. This

is because more module can be used as anchors in the same
cycle to discover HCS. However, we predict the improvement
would be stagnant as rt keep increasing as the number of
anchored modules allowed in one cycle depends on how
many modules are connected to current anchored modules.
For example, a line configuration with two ends as terminals
would not benefit from having a larger quota rt ≥ 2.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has presented a distributed algorithm for
modular robots to deploy a 2-OPT hop minimum network
without any hidden communication shortcut (HCS) information with a specified simultaneous activation quota on
the devices. Activation quota are first assigned to terminals
and parallel run of connectivity discovery algorithm derived
from ANCHOR algorithm are used. With the properties of
graph decomposition [5] and group merging in distributed
minimum spanning tree algorithm [10], we apply greedy
approach in the activation strategy such that with each
terminal assigned with a activation quota on HCS devices
of rt is sufficient to deploy a near-optimal network. The
convergence time of the hidden communication shortcut
discovery can be improved by a factor of t for balanced
topology configuration. Simulation also shows a sample set
that convergence time decreases along with the increase
of quota r increases. We have also identified the possible
convergence time improvement stagnancy in some case.
This work further explores the series of research possibilities of network deployment with the possibility of hidden
communication shortcuts on modular robots. Future work
such as improving the average convergence time by (1)
enabling communication between the activating modules
belonging to different terminals to avoid revisits and redundant HCS connectivity check, (2) dynamically reassigning
quota between terminals to increase efficiency of simultaneous search are also interesting to explore, (3) dynamically
determine the quota r based on inference feedback, (4)
providing self adaptability to configuration change and (5)
fault tolerance to module failure.
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